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1. Introduction 

 
Debbie Whelan of Archaic Consulting (Pty.) Ltd was requested by Nonhlanhla Khoza of 
Tongaat Hulett Developments (Pty). Ltd to carry out a heritage impact assessment of the 
five houses which form the Hospital Hill Complex. These houses were built over a period 
of time, and, all except for one, are currently occupied by tenants. There are two main 
sections to this report: the first addresses the ‘Lower Complex’ to the north, which 
consists of three homesteads, and the second, the ‘Upper Complex’ to the south which 
consists of two substantial homesteads. As the next section will clarify, only the houses in 
the Lower Complex are subject to automatic protection by the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial 
Heritage Resources Act, no 4 of 2008. However, assessment and final conclusions for 
both complexes forms part of Recommendations and mitigation. 
 

 
Fig 1: Google Earth photograph showing the properties in question 
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2. Methodology, statement of expertise and caveat 
 
Debbie Whelan of Archaic Consulting has extensive experience in Heritage Impact 
Assessments as well as a working knowledge of the history of the province of KwaZulu-
Natal. Further, she has carried out extensive work for Tongaat Hulett Properties (Pty). Ltd 
which involve both buildings and land.  
 
Debbie Whelan inspected the five houses together with Bernard, the Security Co-
Ordinator for the site. All buildings save two, were accessed whilst only in the case of one 
(House 2) was the entire site inaccessible. In addition to the visual inspection, follow up 
research was carried out using documentation sourced at the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial 
Deeds Office, as well as material in the public domain, and articles published in the 
Annual Reports of Tongaat Sugar (Pty) Ltd., the Condenser. As previously indicated, this 
report has as its framework the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Heritage Resources Act no 4 of 
2008, currently under revision. 
 
It must be noted at the outset that one of the general methodologies employed by Archaic 
Consulting is the use of historical aerial photographs in the initial assessment of the age 
of structures. This assessment was carried out as usual, in which photographs from 1950 
clearly show developments on the site of no 4 and 6 Hospital Road (see Fig 2). However, 
when the site inspection was carried out, it emerged clearly that the probability of the 
extant houses being constructed in the 1950s was very low, given a very contemporary 
construction generated in the 1970s. This was reinforced through articles published in The 
Condenser which position these ‘Ranch House’ forms as most likely designed by Patrick 
Garland, dating maximally to the late 1960s, and early 1970s. Whilst this excludes the 
buildings from automatic protection through the clause of the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial 
Heritage Act, and the required assessment by Amafa aKwaZulu-Natali, this Report 
continues to address the older houses in the Lower Complex of Hospital Road but also 
considers the newer structures in the ‘Upper Complex’.  
 

 
Fig 3: Aerial photograph 337 1953 1 1950 showing evidence of the existence of 6 
Hospital Hill, and an under-established 4 Hospital Hill 
 

3. History of the general site 
 
The parent farm Buffelskloof 1267 was a grant of 3212 acres to Isaac Vermaak in 1852. In 
1854 this was transferred to A Chiappini and then shares registered to Norsworthy and 
the Natal Lands and Colonisation Company Ltd. The first subdivision was subdivision A, 
alienated in 1860, followed by Subdivision B. James Renault Saunders purchased 
Subdivision 6 from Norsworthy in 1874, Katherine Saunders took over ownership of 
Subdivision 1 in 1893 and the Remainder was registered in the name of the Tongaat 
Sugar Company Ltd in 1896. Substantial portions of this property were incorporated into 
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the township of Tongaat. Subdivision 16 was originally a section of 92 acres purchased by 
James Renault Saunders from the Natal Lands and Colonisation Company in 1885. The 
portion remained largely in names associated with the Tongaat Sugar Company and as 
with the Remainder of 6 above, large sections were declared as part of the Tongaat 
Township. 
 

 
Fig 4: 1930 Compilation showing the sections of Buffelskloof under discussion 
 

 
Fig 5: Topocadastral 2931CA, 1969 showing properties in question and 
developments on them 
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Fig 6: 1959 Aerial photograph 433 6295 showing the two separate complexes – note 
that the homestead at 4 Hospital Road (to the north in the lower complex) looks 
less established than the others. 
 
As a general introductory statement, both complexes of houses, the lower complex 
opposite the entrance to the Hospital, and the ‘Upper Complex’, the executive houses 
situated at 4 and 6 Hospital Road, do not form part of a coherent built environment and 
are, literally houses located on the edge of cane fields. They are thus considered as 
separate compounds and assessed with this in mind with an absent physical context apart 
from extensive cane fields, thus lodged more in corporate landscapes than any form of 
tangible heritage.  
 

3.1 The contributions of Drennan and Garland 
 
It is important to mention at this point, that the tradition of the commitment to the 
architectural environment by Tongaat Hulett (Pty.) Ltd. started with the employment of 
noted artist Gwelo Goodman in the mid-1930s, and continued with the Tongaat Company, 
and its later merger with JL Hulett (Pty). Ltd. The contribution made by Drennan, then 
General Manager of Coronation Brick and Tile, and then later Patrick Garland, of Franklin, 
Garland and Gibson, have been noted in other reports which have been compiled for 
Tongaat Hulett Developments (Pty.) Ltd, such as the similar work on Amanzimnyama 
(Whelan 2015). This noted that ‘The continued involvement of architects in Company 
buildings and company housing projects (Drennan, Dr. Mary Alexander Cook, Garland 
etc) is significant’ and that,  
 

The commitment that Tongaat Sugar and Tongaat Hulett (Pty.)Ltd. have shown to 
buildings, and housing is evident in the different volumes of The Condenser. The social 
conscience that drove involvement in the Urban Foundation in the 1970s and the 
1980s is noted, as well as the commitment by staff of the company, such as Drennan, 
in the need to deliver well-designed houses which stood up to critique is lauded. The 
brief reference to ‘The Building Department’ found in one of the volumes of ‘The 
Condenser’ could be assertively followed up: Tongaat Hulett has a commendable track 
record with regards to buildings and their role in society and this is a story that could 
well be celebrated with the production of a cogently researched volume on the 
buildings of the Company…This includes consulting the archives of architects Franklin, 
Garland and Gibson to find drawings of the later (1960s and 1980s) buildings, as some 
of these, such as the Administration Block, have a design ethos in their response to 
site and the landscape, which is characteristic of the period (Whelan 2015:49)  
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The evidence for the construction of the more contemporary homesteads at Nos 4 and 6 
Hospital Roads in the late 1960s/early 1970s is seen in the following images from the 
Tongaat Hulett Annual Reports, The Condenser. Indeed, the article Return to Simplicity 
(Fig 7) in the 1970 edition of The Condenser, is authored by Patrick Garland. 
 

 
Fig 7: Article header by Patrick Garland (The Condenser 1970:37) 
 

 
Fig 8: Similar construction technologies (The Condenser 1973:9) 
 

 
Fig 9: The ‘Modern Executive Home’ (The Condenser 1970:41) 
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4. Assessment of houses – Lower Complex 
 
The Lower Complex consists of three homesteads. All are modest, and diagnostically 
constructed prior to 1958, making them over 60 years old and thus subject to the 
protection clause in the KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Act no 4 of 2008. The three houses 
comprise a ‘compound’. They are similarly utilitarian, of painted masonry construction 
under pitched Marseilles tiled roofs. From the road approach, only House number 1 is 
really visible, and accessed up a short driveway – Houses number 2 is distant, and House 
number 3 is not evident, accessed by a long driveway which winds behind the properties. 
 
However, it is important to note that in both House 1 and House 3, and perhaps House 2 
in which the property was inaccessible, there are long outbuildings/ garages, which have 
double pitched roofs of Broseley tiles.  
 

 
Fig 10: Showing the houses in the Lower Complex 
 

4.1 House 1 
 

House Number 1 is constructed of plastered and painted brick and mortar, under a 
Marseilles tiled roof. It is orientated roughly north west/south east with the long elevation 
generally facing towards the north. It has a generous veranda to the north east corner with 
masonry posts and a gabled roof with timber cladding to the gable end. Windows are 
standard steel horizontal format casement, but placed at random heights. As previously 
noted, the house is accessed by a short, tree-lined drive from Hospital Road. At the top of 
the driveway is an extended garage/storeroom/carport.  
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Fig 11: View down drive of House number 1 of the lower complex 

 

 
Fig 12: House Number 1 from the north-east corner 
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Fig 13: View of main house from the north-west corner 
 

 
Fig 14: View of main house from the south-east, showing the corner veranda at the 
far end 
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Fig 15: Elevation roughly facing north 
 

 
Fig 16: Rear elevation of Outbuilding, House 1 
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Fig 17: Detail of Broseley tiles to outbuilding at House 1 

 

 
Fig 18: Outbuilding of House 1, showing main roof tiled in Broseley tiles 
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Fig 19: Outbuilding at House 1, showing accretions to both long sides 

 

 
Fig 20: Rear corner of House 1 showing outbuilding in the background 

 
Recommendations: House 1 
 
As an individual unit, this house is constructed of conventional materials in 
conventional fashion and is utilitarian in its planning and construction. The 
property has little overall merit in retention, and in the opinion of the author, can 
be demolished. However, the anomaly of the Broseley tiles is noted. It is 
recommended that these are carefully removed, and transported to the Amafa 
Materials Bank for reuse.  
 
House 1 Local Regional National International 
Architectural low low low low 
Scientific low low low low 
Technical low low low low 
Historical low low low low 
Social low low low low 
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4.2 House 2 
 

Despite efforts, this property was only accessible visually, thus an assessment was 
carried out from a comparative perspective, and the buildings photographed through the 
fence.  
 
This house is situated between House 1 (described in the previous section) and House 3. 
As with the house described in the previous section, this is an unremarkable structure 
most likely constructed at the same time. It of masonry construction, under a saddle 
pitched Marseilles tiled roof with the long, main elevation facing roughly north.  
 
To the north-west of the main house is the derelict remains of a brick structure, most likely 
a rondawel (See Fig 22)  
 

 
Fig 21:  North west corner of House 2  

 

 
Fig 22: Showing structure in the garden, possibly the remains of a rondawel 
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Fig 23: South west corner from the adjacent property at House 1 

 

 
Fig 24: View of outbuildings to the south of the main house 
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Fig 25: View of garage 

 
Recommendations: House 2 
 
As an individual unit, this house is constructed of conventional materials in 
conventional fashion and is utilitarian in its planning and construction. The 
property has little overall merit in retention, and in the opinion of the author, can 
be demolished. However, the anomaly of the Broseley tiles is noted. It is 
recommended that these are carefully removed, and transported to the Amafa 
Materials Bank for reuse.  
 
House 2 Local Regional National International 
Architectural low low low low 
Scientific low low low low 
Technical low low low low 
Historical low low low low 
Social low low low low 

 
4.3 House 3 

 
This property was the only one of the group of three which had total access. The house 
faces north, with a part veranda along the short elevation. It is empty to the point of being 
derelict. To the east of the house is a long outbuilding with a double pitched Brosely tiled 
roof. The wall construction places it contemporary with the similar building at House 
number 1. The windows are of standard steel section, and the floors of suspended timber. 
The fixtures in the house are very dated. 
 
The house is not in particularly good condition, the presence of large trees, lack of 
maintenance of water around the house, and general lack of upkeep possibly being the 
biggest contributors.  
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Fig 26: South entrance to House number 1 – note large trees in the proximity, 
possibly contributing to the structural damage to the walls 

 

 
Fig 27: Drain and detail of material damage to the north east corner on the front 
elevation 
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Fig 28: Damage to the stoep wall, north facing elevation 

 

 
Fig 29: Access onto veranda, reception rooms 
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Fig 30: Utility room 
 

 
Fig 31: Bedroom facing east 
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Fig 32: Showing significant structural crack (eastern side of the house) 
 

 
Fig 33: Structural crack in the east wall 
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Fig 34: Reception rooms 

 

 
Fig 35: Passage leading through the house looking towards the rear 
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Fig 36: Kitchen on the western side of the house 

 

 
Fig 37: View along the front veranda showing collapsed veranda wall to the left 

 

 
Fig 38: Front elevation of House 3 – note large trees in the proximity 
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Fig 39: North east corner of House 1. Note structural cracks probably from roots 

 

 
Fig 40: View towards the south of the east elevation 

 

 
Fig 41: East elevation (under large tree). Note damage to walls  
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Fig 42: Double Garage – adjacent outbuildings 
 

 
Fig 43: Outbuilding to House 3 – note Broseley tiled roof 
 
Recommendations: House 3 
 
As an individual unit, this house is constructed of conventional materials in 
conventional fashion and is utilitarian in its planning and construction. The 
property has little overall merit in retention, and in the opinion of the author, can 
be demolished. However, the anomaly of the Broseley tiles is noted. It is 
recommended that these are carefully removed, and transported to the Amafa 
Materials Bank for reuse.  
 
House 3 Local Regional National International 
Architectural low low low low 
Scientific low low low low 
Technical low low low low 
Historical low low low low 
Social low low low low 
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5. The Upper Complex 
 

This complex consists of two, separate and substantial executive homesteads. Both are of 
modern construction, built in the Drennan / Garland fashion. Whilst the aerial photographs 
indicate development on the site in 1953 and 1959, the diagnostic features of these 
houses do not point to origins in the mid-century, and thus fall outside the protection of the 
KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Heritage Resources Act no 4 of 2008. Archaic Consulting has 
had access to both properties. Both are occupied but suffer from general weathering and 
a general lack of maintenance. Also as a general comment, they are both significant 
examples of the gentrified requirements for executive housing, and to some degree, both 
serve as a palette for experimentation beyond the revivalist prescriptions of Garland, 
around Amanzimnyama and its environs. 
 

 
Fig 44: Location diagram for the properties at 4 and 6 Hospital Road 
 

5.1 House 4 – 4 Hospital Road 
 
House 4 is accessed by an obliquely positioned driveway leading up to the garages, with 
the house on the right. It is north facing, and planned in an L-shape, around a pool on the 
same terraced level as the house. It is constructed of ruled brickwork, with a Marseilles 
tiled roof. A ‘Sun Room’ / lounge area occupies the north aspect, leading onto the pool 
area. Service areas are at the rear, to the south and west.  

 

 
Fig 45: View of house from driveway 
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Fig 46: View up drive with the house on the right and the triple garages facing 
 

 
Fig 47: View of house from driveway, looking at entrance porch 
 

 
Fig 48: View of stoep (on the north-west), 4 Hospital Hill 
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Fig 49: General view of the north facing elevation, around the entertainment area 
 

 
Fig 50: Pool area 
 

 
Fig 51: Looking into stoep / entertainment area 
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Fig 52: View over garden lower terrace 

 

 
Fig 53: Row of windows to the east elevation 
 

 
Fig 54: Rear of house looking at walled kitchen yard 
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Fig 55: General view of rear of house – note issues with damp and maintenance 
 

 
Fig 56: Internal view of the kitchen courtyard – note quarry tiles to the floor 

 
Fig 57: Internal view of reception rooms with parquet flooring 
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Fig 58: Internal view reception rooms with ceramic tile to the floor 

 

 
Fig 59: Kitchen with linoleum type floors 

 
Recommendations: House 4 
 
House 4 is a good example of executive housing produced for the middle and 
upper management working at Tongaat Hulett in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
(Indeed the image in Fig 9 shows a house which was occupied by an Indian 
manager). It shows cognizance of landscape, views and site, as well as the 
relation of the house to the garden. However, it is less than 60 years old, and is 
not under automatic protection of the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Heritage Act no 4 
of 2008. Further, its lack of built context makes a case for retention difficult to 
justify. Thus, in the view of the author, demolition, should it be required, is an 
option. 
 
4 Hospital Rd Local Regional National International 
Architectural medium low low low 
Scientific low low low low 
Technical low low low low 
Historical low low low low 
Social low low low low 
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5.2 House 5 – 6 Hospital Road 
 
House 5 is a proper ‘Company House’ built for executive management with a triple 
garage, extensive and rambling ‘Ranch’ style house, with outbuildings and a swimming 
pool on a lower level to the north. It is set in an established but simple garden with 
extensive lawns. The house has a significant terrazzo finished veranda, part of which is 
enclosed, forming an entertainment space.  
 
The finishes are very ‘period’: a green ceramic tiled roof, terrazzo, quarry tiles, parquet, 
and heavy hardwood doors. Further, a facebrick rondawel with an attached bathroom 
extension would have most likely acted as ‘Servants Quarters’ in the past. 
 

 
Fig 60: Triple garage at the entrance to the site, showing the house, the ornamental 
seat and the sweeping driveway 
 

 
Fig 61: View of garage roof 
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Fig 62: View up drive looking at house in garden setting 
 

 
Fig 63: Main elevation, roughly north, showing deep veranda entertainment space 
 

 
Fig 64: Eastern elevation, showing form of roof and green ceramic roof tiles 
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Fig 65: Enclosed section of the veranda-entertainment area 
 

 
Fig 66: Terrazzo finished veranda 
 

  
Fig 67: Internal view showing quarry tiled floor 
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Fig 68: Highly polished parquet floors in passageway 

 

 
Fig 69: Wide terrazzo veranda to the north elevation 
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Fig 70: Rear courtyard to the west 
 

 
Fig 71: South-western corner with water tank 
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Fig 72: Western elevation 

 

 
Fig 73: Brick rondawel to west of main house 
 

 
Fig 74: Pool located on lower deck to the north of the site 
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Recommendations: House 5 – 6 Hospital Road 
 
House 5 is a good example of executive housing produced for the middle and 
upper management working at Tongaat Hulett in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
It shows cognizance of landscape, views and site, as well as the relation of the 
house to the garden. It is of interest as it almost appears as a ‘design’ palette of 
space, society and material from the early 1970s. However, it is less than 60 
years old, and is not under automatic protection of the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial 
Heritage Act no 4 of 2008. Further, its lack of built context makes a case for 
retention difficult to justify. Thus, in the view of the author, demolition, should it be 
required, is an option. 
 
6 Hospital Rd Local Regional National International 
Architectural medium low low low 
Scientific low low low low 
Technical medium low low low 
Historical low low low low 
Social low low low low 
 

6. Recommendations and mitigation 
 
The three houses and their outbuildings forming the ‘Lower Complex’ have little 
architectural merit, little presence in a streetscape, and notionally represent the 
housing allocated to lower management working at the Tongaat Sugar Company. 
Their demolition of the three houses forming the Lower Complex in Hospital 
Road, should it be required is, in the opinion of the author possible, 
providing that required approvals are achieved from Amafa awaZulu-Natali. 
 
The two executive houses, and their outbuildings situated at 4 and 6 Hospital 
Road, are seemingly part of a subsequent, more recent development. Therefore, 
whilst interesting, are not protected by the clauses relating to buildings over 60 
years old, as per the KwaZulu-Natal Heritage Act. The demolition of the houses 
at 4 and 6 Hospital Road, is thus in the opinion of the author, permissible. 
 
Finally, following similar comments in a report on the Amanzimnyama Complex 
(2015) completed by Archaic Consulting, it is highly recommended, given the 
extent to which the Tongaar Sugar Company, and its successors in Tongaat 
Hulett (Pty.) Ltd have influenced not only the architecture of the immediate locale 
of Tongaat but also sugar ‘cultural landscapes’ in general, that a full assessment 
of the built environment (demolished and extant) of Tongaat properties be 
undertaken in order to celebrate the contribution of the Company to the 
vernacular architecture of KwaZulu-Natal. 
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